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THE BASIC SUN
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HELIOSEISMOLOGY
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The convective overturning creates sound waves, trapped in the 
Sun and setting up standing waves, whose numerous periods can 
be observed with precision.

The periods depend on the speed of sound throughout the Sun, 
from which the speed of sound can be inferred to an accuracy of 
about one part in 500.

The helioseismological studies show that the elemental 
composition of the Sun was initially uniform. 

Precise measurements of the periods of the eastward and westward 
propagating sound waves give the profile of the rotation rate 
throughout the Sun.

The rotation profile is not understood.
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                               THE MAGNETIC SUN 

The Sun is ionized throughout, and the free electrons provide 
excellent electrical conductivity.

The convective zone of the Sun is filled with magnetic field (on 
both small and large scales), trapped in the ionized gas (plasma) by 
the high conductivity.

So the magnetic field is carried along with the complicated 
motions of the convecting gas.

The magnetic fields are like stretched rubber bands, always trying 
to shorten their length. The convective motions continually do 
mechanical work on the magnetic field, stretching the field and 
increasing the magnetic field energy.

The remarkable magnetic activity of the Sun represents the 
dissipation of that energy. 
 
The combined non-uniform rotation of the Sun and cyclonic 
convection stretch the magnetic field in such a way as to increase 
the total magnetic flux, i.e. the combined motions amplify the 
magnetic field.

More detail tomorrow.

As a result of the non-uniform rotation of the convection zone, the 
magnetic field is stretched out in the azimuthal (east-west) 
direction.
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MAGNETIC BUOYANCY
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The buoyant azimuthal magnetic field rises through the surface and 
produces the bipolar magnetic active regions on the Sun.

The magnetic fields at the visible surface consist of widely 
separated, but very intense fibrils (1-2 kilogauss) of small radius 
(100 km) too small to be seen individually except with the most 
advanced solar telescopes. 

Sunspots form in the magnetic active regions.

Galileo discovered sunspots in 1609, and there is still no 
explanation for their formation.
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Rapid reconnection is responsible for flares on all scales down 
through microflares, and nanoflares.

Hin (formerly known as Solar-B) successfully captured a massive solar flare on 13 December 
2006. It was one of the largest flares occurring in that period of solar activity minimum. 
(JAXA/NASA/PPARC) #

Massive solar flare 13 December 2006, photographed Hinode spacecraft ,as shown on
boston.com/bigpicture/2008/10/the_sun.html.

/PPARC) #
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The Solar Corona

Disturbances (waves) created by microflares propagate outward 
and dissipate their energy in the tenuous outer atmosphere of the 
Sun, creating the 1 – 2x106 K corona.

The outer regions of the corona are free to expand away from the 
Sun to form the solar wind.

Total eclipse photograph by High Altitude Observatory, University Corporation for 
Atmospheric Research, taken from Palem, India February 16, 1980 in redl\ light, 6400 A, 
as shown on Boston.com,2008/10/the_sun.html
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Coronal Mass Ejections

The magnetic fields become so strongly twisted by the subsurface 
convection that they spring away into space, with rapid 
reconnection cutting them loose from the Sun.  The gas enclosed in 
the escaping magnetic field may exceed 1010 tons, to form the 
coronal mass ejection, or CME.
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The Historical Discovery of the Sun-Earth 
Connection

1609-1610 Galileo discovered sunspots

1600 William Gilbert published his quantitative studies of the
          properties of the magnetic field around a loadstone. He
          recognized that the geomagnetic field was of a similar form.

1724 Graham observed fluctuations of the geomagnetic field.

1741 Celsius coordinated observations with Graham, showing the
         worldwide scale of the fluctuations.

1754 de Mairan proposed that the aurora is caused by the entry of 
solar particles into the geomagnetic field, based on the idea 
that the zodiacal light is an extension of the solar corona

1759 Canton found that the quiet-time geomagnetic fluctuations 
are stronger during summer when the hemisphere is tilted 
toward the Sun.

1777 Wilcke noted that auroral rays lie along the field lines of 
         Gilbert’s dipole.

1832 Gauss began setting up worldwide geomagnetic observing
         stations.
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1859 Carrington and Hodges observed a white light flare on the
         Sun, followed two days later by strong geomagnetic 
         fluctuations.

        This implied corpuscular emission at some 1000 km/sec.

1896 Birkeland devised the terrella experiment, with the Sun as the
         cathode and a magnetized spherical Earth as the anode in a
         large vacuum chamber.

         The system seemed to duplicate the Sun- Earth corpuscular
         connection, including an auroral-like electrical discharge at
         high geomagnetic latitudes.

1908 Hale detected 3-4 kilogauss magnetic fields in sunspots.

1910 Hale, et al used the spectroheliograph to study the frequently
occurring solar flares, showing repeatedly  that geomagnetic 
disturbances often follow in about two days (1000 km/sec) 
and firmly establishing the corpuscular connection. 

1911 Schuster noted that an electron emission would quickly
         charge the Sun to a positive electric potential, preventing
         further electron emission. 

1919 Lindeman pointed out that there must be equal numbers of 
electrons and protons.  So the protons are the important 
particles, with energies of about 5 Kev at 1000 km/sec.

1931 Chapman and Ferraro showed how the impact of this “solar 
corpuscular radiation” against the geomagnetic field provides 
the initial compressive phase of a magnetic storm.

1973,1976 Eddy confirmed the Maunder Minimum and the climate 
connection.
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Conditions in Space

As of 1940 space was considered a hard vacuum, disturbed 
occasionally only by bursts of solar corpuscular radiation from a 
solar flare.  It was treated as if there could be strong electrostatic 
magnetic fields throughout interplanetary space.

Then:

1937 Forbush discovered the diurnal variation of the cosmic rays, 
and subsequently the abrupt decrease associated with the 
geomagnetic storm.

1950 Biermann emphasized that the anti-solar acceleration of 
gaseous comet tails can only be a consequence of the 
outward pressure of the solar corpuscular radiation.

1953 Simpson developed and deployed the cosmic ray neutron 
monitors from the magnetic equator to high latitude, thereby 
discovering the energy dependence of the major cosmic ray 
variations.

   
        Together with the time variation of the solar cosmic rays from 

the gigantic 23 February 1956 flare, it was clear that the 
cosmic ray variations were produced by varying magnetic 
fields, implying that interplanetary space is filled with 
plasma. 
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1957 Chapman showed theoretically that the high thermal 
conductivity and low thermal emission of the tenuous million 
degree coronal gas extends the static corona and its high 
temperature beyond the orbit of Earth.

1958 Given the extended temperature, it was shown theoretically 
that the corona of the Sun automatically expands outward 
into space, providing the hydrodynamic supersonic solar 
wind and stretching magnetic fields from the Sun out through 
the solar system in a spiral pattern.  

         The outward sweep of the magnetic fields in the wind pushes 
back the galactic cosmic rays, reducing their intensity here in 
the inner solar system.

         The solar wind and its magnetic field pushes away the 
interstellar gas and magnetic field, dominating space out to a 
distance of the general order of 100 AU.  The region 
dominated by the solar wind is what we now call the 
heliosphere.

         That is the origin and nature of the originally very mysterious 
solar corpuscular radiation and cosmic ray variations.

         These conditions were confirmed by direct space 
observations, beginning in 1962.

         So space is not at all a hard vacuum.  It is filled with free 
electrons whose high mobility tolerates no significant electric 
field in the moving frame of reverence of the wind. 
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